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Logline: 

A young girl, tormented be her dreams, seeks the help of a psychologist 
in order to overcome and face her deepest fears. 

Synopsis: 

Carmen Fida startles awake. Realising she just had a dream, Carmen 
quickly jump into action doing some research, no less results and more 
confusion, she phone a psychologist to get some advice. In the 
psychologist’s office, Carmen relate an incident that occurred between 
her and her partner which triggered the cause of the dreams and 
contributing to her fears. The psychologist listen and concluded with a 
few words of wisdom which leave the option for Carmen to make a final 
decision. 

Riccardo BRAMWELL (Writer, Director, Producer) is an upcoming 
writer-director who also embarks on a few producing ventures. Riccardo 
found a passion for filmmaking when he was asked to assist in writing, 
directing and performing a final term project. After drama school, he 
started a production company, LEO EAGLE PRODUCTIONS where he 
worked under the name Leo Eaglewood, created as a stage name during 
his university years. 

In the last few years, Riccardo got serious about his craft and decided to 
rebrand his company with a new style and mission. INVESONA FILMS 
was born where he currently write/direct and produce. Under this new 
venture, his debut short ‘DREAMS AND FEARS’ became the platform for 
his success.



Lisa Opara is a London based actress and writer. She studied at 
Identity drama school as well as undertaking many short film and 
theatrical roles where her gained and developed her acting ability. She 
recently landed a leading role for a feature film set to be released in 
2020 after the festival circuit. Before that, Lisa worked on a shortfilm 
“For Want of A Nail”. 

Monica Forero trained at East 15 Acting School, The National Youth 
Theatre and in the capital of Colombia, Bogota at El Theatro Nacional. 

Monica was given the role based on a screen the director though she 
was brilliant in due to her poker face expression and cut throat dialogue 
delivery. Monica is best known for playing Timanda in Timon of Athens. 
She also writes and a very active individual. 



Melanie Gayle is an Award Winning Comedian, Actress Host/ Presenter 
and Talent Agent. Started out doing comedy, she made the Edinburgh 
Festival semi-final of Funny Women, the following year she won Best 
Comedian 2015 and Best Female Comedian 2016. Mel is also known for 
films such as feature film - “Butterfly Kisses”; Shortfilm - “Left Behind”; 
feature film - “90 minutes” and many more. Melanie also runs a talent 
agent “Melanie Gayle Talent”.  

 

Adi Alfa was named as C. HUB magazines Top 100 influential creatives 
2016. Winner of the IAA Best Actress of the Year 2017; BEFFTA Star of 
the Year 2016; NAFCA Best Leading Actress 2014; UEA for Best Actress 
2014/2016. Adi also has a Multi Award Winner Shortfilm ’Til Death’ 



 

Dwaine Thomas trained at BASSC and BADC he is from a stage 
combat background. He also gets private training from Valerie Colgan. 
Dwaine is known for Invisible Men and White Glove Massive. He has also 
completed a few Shoftilms and Feature films that went to Netflix and 
Amazon. 

         

        Victoria Leva is a   
        London based    
        photographer and   
        videographer. She   
        currently holds a    
        Bachelor’s Degree in   
        Fashion Design and   
        studied at the London   
        Film Academy. He passion 
        for photography began at  
        the age of 15 and ever  
        since, she has been   
        working with a camera. 

        Her most recent projects  
        involves working with   
        actors to create high 
standard headshots and backstage film photographs. She aspires to be a 
published photographer, working alongside actors and directors creating 
beautiful images.



        Ben Cook is a composer  
        for Film and Television.  
        He graduated from City  
        University of London with  
        a MA in Composing for  
        Moving Images. His work  
        covers shortfilms,   
        feature films and   
        advertisements.  

        He is part of Movie Music  
        London, who are a   
        composer collective,   
        working to score projects  
        together. In addition, he  
        pitches for London’s top 
music agencies, has music signed to BMG Production Library and had 
work shown at the 2017 Cannes Film Festival. His most recent work was 
working on this production and a shortfilm called ‘VENOM’. 

        Anna Kindness worked  
        as a Production Manager  
        on this production and   
        have worked with   
        Riccardo in the past on  
        another project. Anna was 
        inspired by Japanese and  
        Korean Cinema. She is a  
        member of a local film/  
        art community and also  
        partakes in screenwriting  
        and producing. 

        She is currently working  
        on a documentary,   
        feature film, t.v. series   
        and a Sci-Fi Shortfilm. 



Q & A with Writer-Director Riccardo Bramwell  

1) What made you started your production company? I’ve always been 
creative and fascinated about movies and performing. I developed a passion 
for filmmaking while I was at drama school. After doing some research on 
film production, I started Leo Eagle Production. After a few years, Leo Eagle 
Productions did not go according to plan so I rebranded it and created 
Invesona Films which means, “Invest In One Self”. 

2) Where did you get your inspiration for Dreams and Fears? I have 
always been a fan and student of personal development and through that I 
learn that nothing around you will change until you change. I read a book 
when I first got into the self development philosophy and it inspired me to 
write a film about fears and how dreams affects us. 

3) How will people interpret the film? As they do everything else, how 
they feel it best suites them. The film is deliberately subjective and limited to 
the amount of passion between the love interests but focused more on the 
cause of a problem and overcoming the problem. There is an underlined dark 
subject which many people tries to ignore because of its sensitivity. 

4) What are your views on the subject matter in the film though it is 
subtle? I believe it is an individual’s right to live how they want to live. At 
the end of the day, many people in the world grew up believing their is a 
curtain way to live. I however believe only one thing really matters in life and 
it is “what makes you happy”? Who is to tell you what is right and wrong? 

5) You use various techniques and camera angle such as slow 
motion and colour to set the tone and mood in some scenes, what 
made you do this? When in real life the dramatic moment plays out at the 
same speed as anything else, in films you have the opportunity to make 
those moments last as long as you want and give them additional emphasis if 
you desire. I thought it best to take full advantage of this. 

6) A controversial topic presents itself in the film, how do you 
manage criticism regarding the subject? Gays and Lesbians are present 
in our world, it is apart of society. Personally, I am not Gay nor am I bi-
sexual, however, I am a story teller and these stories need to be told. I will 
tell them regardless. People will always talk or criticise, its what they do and 
thats just who they are, no need to try and change their views. You cannot, 
so as I said earlier, “do what makes you happy”.



7) What was the most memorable moment shooting the film? On the 
first day of production. The sound guy, camera guy and the lighting guy 
decided they wanted to change things so I had to let them go from the 
productions. I intern had to take on those roles and fill those departments as 
well as directing and many other jobs. Too much to list. 

8) Have you got any fears? What are they and have you overcome 
any? I believe I fear losing in life and not achieving my goals. I have 
overcome a few of them and still working on some small ones, but this one is 
my deepest fear. We will see how I get on with this. 

9) How is this different to your other productions and how can you 
guarantee the success of the film? This is a good question. This film is 
different because I’ve used all that I’ve learn from previous project and put it 
into this one. I cannot guarantee success of any project, however I can try 
and not repeat the same mistakes I’ve made in the past, I will promote, 
market and network as much as possible and see how much that helps. 

10) What other plans have you got in the pipeline? A few actually. I’ve 
made a 12 years plan. Let’s see, another 4 or 5 shortfilms, 3 or 4 feature 
films, a t.v. series I will be working on and 2 t.v. movies as well. I will be 
busy a lot of networking and collaborating.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS 

Running Time: approx 12 minutes 
Camera: Canon 600d with Kit lens and 50mm 
Aspect Ratio: 1:35 
Shooting Format:1920x1080 HD 
Country: United Kingdom 
Language: English 
All Rights Reserved © 2019 Invesona Films 

CONTACT DETAILS 

Riccardo Bramwell 
riccardo@invesonafilms.com 

Watch the trailer here: https://vimeo.com/336943659 
Website: https://www.dreamsandfearsshort.co.uk 


